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Poste d - 24/09/2008 : 19:04:53

I wanted to ask a few of you a question about Dusty. I was brought up in
Leeds, UK, and I remember Dusty living there in a bungalow on a street
called Street Lane near a place called Moortown Corner, it was near where I
lived. I can't find any referenc e to her living there - do any of you know
about it apart from me?
Barbara
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Poste d - 24/09/2008 : 19:10:40

I've moved the topic to this section to make sure it gets looked at and,
hopefully, answered..
Will
"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."
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Poste d - 24/09/2008 : 22:42:02

Hi Barbara. I've never heard of Dusty living in Leeds but that's not to say
that she didn't. What time period are you talking about?
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Poste d - 24/09/2008 : 22:54:18

Can't say I've ever heard that story Barbara. In the sixties I had a couple of
pen pals that lived in Leeds, both Dusty fans, and something like that was
never mentioned. I can't think why she would live there, but it's possible
she lodged there during her early touring or cabaret days.
Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."
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Poste d - 25/09/2008 : 19:28:15

I'm talking about the late 60's. I can't remember exactly what the year was.
She definitely lived there for a time and shared with a coloured girl who I
believe was Madeleine Bell. I think the idea that she lodged there on tour
might be the answer and explain why I c an find no reference to her living
there. Thanks
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